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Stick War Legacy is a popular game that has received phenomenal rankings. It has dynamic challenges and superior graphics which makes it stand out. The stickman game challenges you to create and control your gym in formations or units. You have to take complete control of every stickman within
your gambling jurisdiction. You can also enjoy great graphics and stunning sound systems. All just righ entice you to take a trip to the golden days of the flash game, stickmen game. So, are you ready for the final war between these skinny yet intimidating figures? Make sure you download Stick War
Legacy for Android so you can enjoy all game action through your mobile device. In this fascinating game, you will become the leader of the nation's order. Your people believe in peace, and they don't worship guns like gods. As such, it will be an interesting point among the surrounding nations. All
neighboring are preparing to fight the people and introduce their faith in the land. As such, you need to organize the army and attack first! The goal is to conquer many technology stations, thus incapacitating them. You have to take control of each stickman, build units, and mine gold. In addition, you need
to learn the techniquesgiant, archer, sword, mage, and spear. In this way, you will be able to destroy your opponent's enemies and capture them in their territory. A simple task is the most powerful stickmen. Game modes Stick War Legacy has different game modes that give you the lee way to choose
what suits you best. Some of the excellent modes include: In this game mode, you will be required to survive zombies attacks. The game will be fast paced and you will have to rely on excellent bot fighting techniques to win the battle. How many nights can you withstand relentless attacks from zombies?
Try this mode and find out your bot's fighting skills! Tournament mode challenges you to face dozens of challengers in fierce battles. You always have to make sure you beat them to get the Crown Inamorta. Interestingly, all your opponents will be computer-generated (artificial intelligence). However, you
only have to face AI opponents who are within your expertise. This mode is based on the world of Inamorta, which neighbors very selfish nations that distinguish themselves in the field. Instead, they are used to further shift their technology and innovations to dominate other countries. In this mode, each
country will have different methods of protecting their territory. Every nation considers so much about weapons and combat techniques that it is determined to use these techniques to other countries. This perseverance will lead to a war breakout! When that happens, you must gather your army to fight for
your faith. Make sure you have sophisticated bot fighting techniques to outse the rivals. Other features to watch out for Here are some other features War Ledacy to keep your looks: Simple yet effective graphics with 6 bonus campaign levels with lots of weapons and skins to unlock. Some skins available
include leaf, wild, ice, lava, and vampire skin. Stick War Legacy MOD APK - Unlimited Gems Download the latest version of Stick War Legacy and enjoy exciting gaming moments. It has unique combat challenges and exemplary awards. One of the most popular and highest rated web games of all time
now comes on mobile! The game Stick War, one of the biggest, most fun, challenging and addicting stick-man games. Control your army formations or play in each unit, you have complete control over each stickman. Build units, gold, learn the sword, spear, archer, mage, and even giant. Destroy the
enemy statue and capture all areas! New features:● Missions mode: New levels are released every Friday! - Keeping Order won't be easy.● Saga style map with multiple rewards.● Unlock crowns in each difficulty level, normal, hard, and insane!● There are a number of new game types to look forward to
- Win before sunset, Triple Barricaded Gold, Deathmatch, Forward Sculpture, vs Mini Bosses and much more!● Arrows now stick to each unit, as well as new improved blood effects and damage animations.● Better unity formations and Archidon bow purpose. Highlights:● Classic campaign - The Order
Empire is born. Now there are 6 bonus levels.● Infinite deads zombie survival mode! How many nights can you seinc?● Race mode! Battle your way through dozens of Ai challengers to win the Crown of Inamorta! ● Skins are now available for all characters! Unlock powerful weapons and armor, each with
its own unique perks! In a world called Inamorta, I am surrounded by discriminatory nations committed to the technology of their individual nations and fighting for dominance. Each nation has developed its own unique way to defend and attack. They pride themselves on their unique craft, obsessing over
worship, using weapons towards religion. Each believes that lifestyle is the only way and committed to teaching politics to every other nation through what leaders claim as divine intervention, or as you'll know... War. The others are called: Archidons, Swordwrath, Magikill, and Speartons. You are the
leader of the nation called the Order, the path of peace and knowledge, the people do not worship their weapons as gods. This makes it a signal of infiltration of surrounding nations. Your only chance to defend your attack is first and acquire the technologies of every nation along the way. NEW CHAOS
SPELLS!- Rain down lighting!- Summon different Chaos units!- Heal all units!- Raise Gold Mines!- 9 New Spells total!- New protects the King missions! Spearton's new Headbutt ability. With a cunning half-circle, then blockbutton. New knockdown animation. New transition to stand animations
speartons.Archidons now aim for higher enemies leading to more headshots. New Archidon targeting method! Faster level load! New Mode. 2 levels released every week! Arrows remain stuck in units. Better blood effects. Taking away the damage animations. Improved military forces. Better Archidon
targeting. New Endless Dead Play and End Screen.New Select modes screen.Improved menus quite faster loading. New missions mode. 2 levels released every week! Arrows remain stuck in units. Better blood effects. Taking away the damage animations. Improved military forces. Better Archidon
targeting. New Endless Dead Play and End Screen.New Select modes screen.Improved menus quite faster loading. New missions mode. 2 levels released every week! Arrows remain stuck in units. Better blood effects. Taking away the damage animations. Improved military forces. Better Archidon
targeting. New Endless Dead Play and End Screen.New Select modes screen.Improved menus quite faster loading. New game mode: Missions - Coming Soon! Arrows remain stuck in units. Better blood effects. Taking away the damage animations. Improved military forces. Better Archidon targeting.
New Endless Dead Play and End Screen.New Select modes screen.Improved menus quite faster loading. New game mode: Missions - Coming Soon! Arrows remain stuck in units. Better blood effects. Taking away the damage animations. Improved military forces. Better Archidon targeting. New Endless
Dead Play and End Screen.New Select modes screen.Improved menus quite faster loading. Frame rate improvementsRememory usageDefined translations from Dutch, Greek, Romanian and Vietnamese search 2x Gems, 2x Stars from games, unlock unlimited tournament entries and block all ads with
the new Infinity Fan Pack! Frame rate improvementsRememory usageDefined translations from Dutch, Greek, Romanian and Vietnamese search 2x Gems, 2x Stars from games, unlock unlimited tournament entries and block all ads with the new Infinity Fan Pack! Reduce memory usageSold translations
from Dutch, Greek, Romanian and VietnamEsee 2x Gems, 2x Stars games, unlock unlimited tournament entries and disable all ads with the new Infinity Fan Pack! Added translations from Dutch, Greek, Romanian and VietnameseEarn 2x Gems, 2x Stars of games, unlock unlimited Tournament entries
and disable all ads with the new Infinity Fan Pack! Earn 2x Gems, 2x Stars in games, unlock unlimited tournament entries and disable all ads with the new Infinity Fan Pack! Now synchronizing game progress on Google Play - Now synchronizing game progress with Google Play - Better visual quality with
Giant-Added translations farsi, Dutch, Greek, Romanian and Vietnamese - Improved visual quality of the Giant-Added translations from Farsi, Dutch, Greek, Romanian and Vietnamese - Unlock 6 all new bonus campaign levels!- New boss awaits: The Kai Rider!- Bonus rewards by completing new levels-
More background art and music - Campaign bonus levels Now we have replay levels before the end of the campaign- Endless Deads balance improvements- Polish and bug fixes- Population limit 50 improved behavior on the edge of the screen- Giant Skins! - New Giant Earthquake capability-New UI
option to increase size of unit control buttons - Infinite Dead balance improvement-Polish and bug fix-Popup limit increased to 50!- Improved joystick behavior on the edge of screen-Giant Skin! - New Giant Earthquake capability-New UI option to increase size of unit control buttons - Improved joystick
behavior on the edge of screen-Giant Skin! - New Giant Earthquake Capability- Population Limit increased to 50!- New UI option to increase the size of unit control buttons - New Giant Leather Teaser!- Endless Deads daily leaderboard now featured - Find Chests played by matches. Open the crates in
the Store to discover what's inside!- Skins are now available to all characters! Unlock powerful weapons and armor, each with its own unique perks! - Earn chests played by matches. Open the crates in the Store to discover what's inside!- Skins are now available to all characters! Unlock powerful weapons
and armor, each with its own unique perks! - Earn chests played by matches. Open the crates in the Store to discover what's inside!- Skins are now available to all characters! Unlock powerful weapons and armor, each with its own unique perks! - Earn chests played by matches. Open the crates in the
Store to discover what's inside!- Skins are now available to all characters! Unlock powerful weapons and armor, each with its own unique perks! - Earn chests played by matches. Open the crates in the Store to discover what's inside!- Skins are now available to all characters! Unlock powerful weapons
and armor, each with its own unique perks! - Earn chests played by matches. Open the crates in the Store to discover what's inside!- Skins are now available to all characters! Unlock powerful weapons and armor, each with its own unique perks! Huge update! Skin! Huge update! Skins! - New
Translations!- Endless Deads Zombie Survival Mode! How many nights can you last? - New translations!- Endless Deads zombie survival mode! How many nights can you last? - New translations!- Endless Deads zombie survival mode! How many nights can you last? - Bug Fixes- Added translations to
new game modes - Endless Deads zombie survival mode! How many nights can you last?! - Comic book style cinematic intro to Endless Deads!- New daily leaderboard endless deads!- New results Endless Deads!- New barricade update available in Endless Deads mode.- New healing class unit: Meric!-
Garrison units are now slowly healing (and healing) them.- Updated graphics in the first level of campaign mode.- Minor bug fixes and improvements.- Balance updates Endless Deads. - Endless Deads zombie survival mode! How many nights can you last?! - Comic style cinematic intro to Endless
Deads!- New daily leaderboard endless deads!- New results Endless Deads!- New barricade update available for Endless Deads New healing class unit: Meric!- Garrison units now Heal (and heal) them.- Updated graphics in the first level of campaign mode.- Minor bug fixes and improvements. - Infinite
zombie survival mode coming soon called Endless Deads!- New Healing Class Unit: Meric!- Garrison units are now slowly healing (and curing) them.- Updated graphics from the first level of campaign mode.- Minor bug fixes and improvements to Stick Swag Store have just been launched in Stick War:
Legacy T-Shirts and Mugs! New game mode Crown Of Inamorta! Compete in AI in a 16 player tournament with new maps and game types. The tournament is different every time you play! - Endless Deads zombie survival mode! How many nights can you last?! - Comic book style cinematic intro to
Endless Deads!- New daily leaderboard endless deads!- New results Endless Deads!- New barricade update available in Endless Deads mode.- New healing class unit: Meric!- Garrison units are now slowly healing (and healing) them.- Updated graphics in the first level of campaign mode.- Minor bug
fixes and improvements.- Balance updates Endless Deads. The dead.
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